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Who We Are
Mitacs is a national, not-for-profit research and training organization that advances collaboration between 
Canadian industry, academia, and government, and fosters international research networks.

Our History
Mitacs was founded in 1999 as a Canadian Network of Centres of Excellence dedicated to supporting 
research in mathematical sciences and associated disciplines. In 2003, Mitacs launched a research 
internship program designed to increase the deployment of highly educated graduates into the private 
sector. Open to all disciplines since 2007, Mitacs has expanded in response to industry and university 
needs, including programs in R&D management, professional skills development, and international 
research training. Fully independent since 2011, Mitacs remains committed to our core vision of supporting 
research-based innovation and continues to work closely with its partners in the public and private sectors, 
academia, and government.

From aerospace systems to childhood literacy rates, Mitacs-funded research helps to strengthen 
connections, improve economic performance, and create jobs. Over the past 15 years, Mitacs has 
supported more than 10,000 research internships, trained over 19,000 graduate students and postdoctoral 
fellows (postdocs), and facilitated more than 1,300 international research collaborations.

Mitacs Programs
•	 Mitacs	 Accelerate: Offers minimum four-month collaborative research internships with partner 

organizations for graduate students and postdocs.
•	 Mitacs	Elevate: Provides two-year collaborative postdoctoral fellowships with partner organizations 

with a special focus on advancement of R&D management and professional skills.
•	 Mitacs	Globalink: Offers research internships for top international undergraduates to study in Canada, 

and support for Canadian students to conduct research abroad.
•	 Mitacs	 Converge: Grows Canadian small- to medium-sized enterprises through R&D projects with 

multinational companies and Canada’s post-secondary institutions. 
•	 Mitacs	 Step: Provides professional development training to graduate students and postdocs, 

supplementing their education and research experience.

Acknowledgments
Mitacs programs are supported jointly by provincial and federal governments and agencies, the public and 
private sectors, and universities within Canada, as well as governments and universities overseas.

Mitacs extends our thanks for our partners’ support and involvement over the past 15 years and looks 
forward to more collaboration in the years to come.
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MESSAGE FROM 
DR. ALEJANDRO ADEM, 
CEO AND SCIENTIFIC 
DIRECTOR OF MITACS

It takes a great deal of individual and collective energy to build on the success 
of an organization. As I review the activities of another exciting year, I recognize 
that at Mitacs, we are fortunate to have an abundance of both. Within the last 
year, the organization transitioned to new leadership, while continuing both its 
momentum and commitment. I wish to acknowledge the significant efforts of 
the senior management team and staff, as well as the Board of Directors during 
this time.

Mitacs continues to build programs that focus on academic and industry 
knowledge transfer, a strong foundation for Canadian innovation. Allies in this 
endeavour include Canadian federal and provincial governments, colleagues 
in the innovation ecosystem, the public and private sectors, and an increasing 
number of international partners.

Over the last year, Mitacs turned challenge into excitement and opportunity. 
Please join me as we review the achievements of the last fiscal year.

MESSAGE FROM 
BRAD BENNETT, 
CHAIR OF THE BOARD

At Mitacs, the instinct for innovation drives everything we do, from program 
design to research excellence. It enables universities and industry to uncover 
the shared opportunities and advantages of a knowledge-based economy and 
joins seemingly variegated interests under a mutual agenda. My appointment as 
CEO and Scientific Director at Mitacs has shown me the ways in which these 
collaborations are possible. I am overwhelmed by what can be accomplished 
around the common vision of innovation. 

Since joining Mitacs, I have met with representatives in government, academia, 
and industry across the country. Communicating with such a range of individuals 
has given me greater insight into the impact of Mitacs initiatives, as well as ideas 
for improving the innovation ecosystem. It has also affirmed my belief that Mitacs 
must continue to act as a catalyst in advancing collaborations in all disciplines. 
For that reason, we have increased outreach over the last year to social sciences 
and humanities researchers through a joint initiative with the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada. We are also partnering with Genome 
Canada to mobilize discoveries that we expect will have considerable economic 
and social benefit. Finally, we recently signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the National Science and Engineering Research Council, which will leverage 
the significant strengths of both our organizations. These collaborations allow for 
the cross-promotion of our programs and a streamlining of peer review that will 
significantly enhance our networks and outcomes.

Mitacs’ force lies in the application of knowledge to empower our stakeholders. 
By connecting academic and industry challenges, we broaden the capacity and 
impact of research across disciplines. When industry connects to research in 
Canadian universities, companies improve both their ability to compete globally 
and their contribution to the economic vitality of this country. Mitacs is proud to 
play a role in the creation of this mutually beneficial pipeline. 
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COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION: THE MITACS APPROACH
It is crucial that Canada develop efficient mechanisms to foster collaborative R&D between universities and in-
dustry that speaks to the needs of both communities. This has been Mitacs’ focus for the past 15 years.

Mitacs’ mission comprises the following:
 Innovation as the driver for firm growth;
 An innovation strategy for human capital development; and
 Innovation for new and expanded markets.

This corporate report demonstrates how our activities in 2014–15 contributed to the continuous fulfillment of this 
mission. Our main focus is the delivery of innovative and efficient programs to support our mission, as we maintain 
a position as a thought leader and trusted advisor on topics including innovation, R&D, and international education. 

Mitacs’ success is based on a unique and powerful partnership approach.

Mitacs fosters partnerships with universities and 
research institutions; the public and private sectors; 
and provincial, federal, and international governments. 
We know a collaborative approach is essential to 
addressing Canada’s innovation challenges.

Universities
Sixty-four of Canada’s top universities and research 
institutions constitute Mitacs academic partners. They 
work closely with us to develop and pilot programs, 
and to modify existing ones. Partner universities also 
help identify academic expertise for collaborative 
research projects and support initiatives that broaden 
participation among under-represented disciplines. 

Private-	and	Public-Sector	Partners
Mitacs partnered with almost 1,000 Canadian 
companies and organizations this year. We continually 
expand this network, building relationships with new 
companies to address their R&D challenges. 

THE MITACS PARTNERSHIP APPROACH

INNOVATION FOR A VIBRANT CANADIAN ECONOMY

This year, changes to program eligibility allowed 
not-for-profit organizations to act as partners 
for interns and fellows. Industry associations, 
charitable organizations, and economic development 
organizations can now benefit from research and 
innovation on projects with economic outcomes, 
benefiting interns and Canadians alike.

Research	Networks
Over the past few years, we have prioritized partnering 
with leading research networks across Canada to 
unite the research community in key 
topic areas. 

This past year, these research networks included:
•	 Own	the	Podium	and	the	Canadian	Sport	Institute	

Pacific:	 Finding new opportunities for sport-
science research;

•	 Startup	Canada	Task	Force:	Working with national 
organizations to advance entrepreneurship; and

•	 Canadian	Light	Source: Developing cutting-edge 
synchrotron tools and technologies through 
Mitacs-sponsored research projects.
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Funding	Agencies
To support increased outreach to social sciences 
and humanities (SS&H) researchers, Mitacs is 
involved in a joint initiative with the Social Sciences 
and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). The goal 
of this initiative is to create stronger connections 
between Canadian companies and SS&H graduate 
students and postdocs. This fiscal year, 24 
projects were delivered as a result of the Mitacs–
SSHRC partnership, including several internships 
collaborating with the IMMERSe network, which 
conducts research projects to enhance video game 
use in learning and training. 

We are also partnering with Genome Canada through 
their Genomic Applications Partnership Program 
(GAPP). This partnership will provide funding 
and training for graduate students and postdocs 
placed within industry through GAPP projects. 
We are working with regional offices to identify 
opportunities, and submitted our first joint project in 
2014–15.

Mitacs recently formalized a partnership with 
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC) to collaborate on the delivery 
of complementary research programs. These 
partnerships, and many others like them, demonstrate 
the ways Mitacs programs enhance and integrate 
with research efforts across the innovation sector. 
They also allow for streamlined project identification 
and review, as well as strategic goal support for 
all parties. 

Government
Mitacs partners with the federal government and 
every provincial government in Canada. These 
partnerships support broad efforts to promote 
innovation and skills development to build a stronger 
and more productive Canada. 
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ACCELERATE

There’s something to being in these spaces 
and working on these problems with the 
intention of communicating your experience 
that you can’t read in a book. Having this 
experience will make me a more competitive 
candidate on the job market.

—	Ty	Branch,	Mitacs	Accelerate	intern,	
University	of	Waterloo



BUILDING INDUSTRY-ACADEMIC 
COLLABORATIONS THROUGH ACCELERATE

Accelerate is Canada’s premier applied research 
internship program. Graduate students and postdocs 
apply their research expertise to industrial innovation 
challenges, and transfer cutting-edge knowledge to 
partner organizations, improving productivity and 
commercialization. In turn, interns gain industrial 
research experience, build their professional 
networks, and develop their professional skills to 
complement their research strengths. Collectively, 
these experiences prepare them to be successful in 
their future careers.

The program connects Canadian researchers and 
companies by identifying a mutually beneficial 
research project and an intern with the research skills 
and expertise to make it a success. Interns, under 
the supervision of a faculty supervisor, undertake 
a four-month research internship to address the 
identified research challenge. Approximately half 
of the intern’s time is spent on site with the partner 
organization, interacting with staff and furthering 
their understanding of the challenge. The remainder 
of the intern’s time is spent at their university, where 
they develop new tools, techniques, methodologies, 
and/or solutions to the partner organization’s 
research challenge with the support of their 
academic supervisor.

2014–15 ACCELERATE RESULTS 

3,198 internships delivered 
across Canada 

A collaboration between Trojan 
Technologies of London, ON, and 
researchers from McMaster Univer-
sity, University of Alberta, University 
of Regina, University of Toronto, 
University of Waterloo, University 
of Windsor, and Western University 
valued at $2.19 million

Interns from 60 disciplines 
across Canada

MOUs signed with 10 partner 
organizations across sectors

893 professors from 56 
Canadian universities

846 public and private sectors 
representing $22 million of direct 
R&D investment

Continuing demand with 3,959 
applications received

1. Provide professional skills training and expand career opportunities
2. Support industry-linked research and innovation
3. Increase collaboration and knowledge transfer between academia and industry

OBJECTIVES
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In 2014–15, Mitacs offered 191	 Step	 workshops	 to	
almost	 4,000	 attendees across nine provinces. We 
also expanded program delivery by offering 10 online 
workshops, giving regional students a wide range of 
offerings and providing access to more than 
250 attendees.

Provide Professionals Skills Training 
and Expanding Career Opportunities

1.

To strengthen the professional skill set of Canada’s 
graduate students and postdocs, Accelerate 
supplements academic training with relevant 
professional skills development and experiential 
learning opportunities. Interns build their professional 
networks while identifying options for employment 
following graduation. 

According to recent survey results1, the	majority	of	
interns	 feel	 more	 employable	 as	 a	 result	 of	 their	
Accelerate	 internship. Interns attribute this to the 
acquisition of professional experience and the 
expansion of their professional networks, which they 
gained through their internships. Furthermore, based 
on recent longitudinal survey results, 14	 percent	 of	
Accelerate	interns	have	started	their	own	companies. 
These employers have the capacity to host future 
interns to strengthen their career prospects, while 
also demonstrating the entrepreneurial spirit fostered 
by Mitacs programs. In addition, 88 percent of interns 
report an increased interest in pursuing careers in 
R&D as a result of their internships, while 91 percent 
report an increased interest in pursuing careers in the 
private sector, indicating that Accelerate participants 
see varied career opportunities. 

Mitacs	Step	Professional	Development	Workshops

Beyond on-site industry research experience, 
interns (as well as graduate students and postdocs 
at partner universities) have access to professional 
development workshops through Step. Leading 
industry and business professionals facilitate 
workshops that focus on the development of the 
following key competencies:

•	 Leadership and Management
•	 Communication and Relationship Building
•	 Personal and Professional Management
•	 Entrepreneurship

My Mitacs Accelerate internship gave me a valuable 

opportunity to directly use my academic knowledge to 

benefit industry and solve the problems they’re facing.
— Migara	Liyanage, Accelerate intern, 

Memorial University of Newfoundland

Accelerate’s focus on industry-linked research and 
innovation provides solutions to industry-specified 
business challenges. By participating in Accelerate, 
partner organizations see results in key business 
outcomes. Two thirds of partner organizations, for 
instance, indicated that project	 results	 have	 been	
(32	 percent)	 or	will	 be	 (34	 percent)	 commercialized. 
Beyond commercialization, partner organizations 
reported business outcome results that included: 

•	 Identification of new market segments 
       (34 percent)
•	 Market segment expansion (31 percent)
•	 Cost savings (18 percent)
•	 Increased sales (11 percent)

Supporting Industry-linked Research 
and Innovation

2.

1All survey results can be found at www.mitacs.ca
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Mitacs currently has 37	memoranda	of	Understanding	
(MOUs) (10 signed in 2014–15) with organizations 
across Canada and across sectors, including 
manufacturing, clean energy, and aerospace, with 
more in development. These MOUs enable partner 
organizations to incorporate collaborative research 
internships into their long-term R&D, innovation, and 
talent-development strategies. 

In 2014–15, 600 internships were directly linked to 
these MOUs, representing close to $9	 million	 of	
industry	 investment	 in	 Canadian	 R&D, including a 
multi-year collaboration between Trojan Technologies 
of London, Ontario and researchers from McMaster 
University, the University of Alberta, the University 
of Toronto, the University of Waterloo, the University 
of Windsor, and Western University, valued at 
approximately $2.19 million.

In addition to providing solutions to specific business 
challenges, Accelerate also directly encourages, 
fosters, and increases private-sector investment 
in innovation and R&D. Partner organization 
contributions within the last fiscal year alone 
resulted in a direct	 contribution	 of	 approximately	
$22	 million. Partner organizations also reported an 
increase in R&D investment as a direct result of their 
Accelerate research projects. Figure 2 shows that 40	
percent	of	partner	organizations	increased	their	R&D	
investments	by	$100,000	or	more.	

Partner organizations also implement R&D-related 
changes as a result of their Accelerate experiences. As 
shown in Figure 1, 44	percent	of	partner	organizations	
have	created	or	will	create	new	positions	in	R&D or 
supporting roles, while 55	percent	have	increased	or	
will	increase	their	overall	investment	in	R&D.	

Mitacs has been phenomenal. Its programs 
help us develop better long-term relationships 
with graduates and their professors, which 
gives us access to more ideas and talent that 
we can develop in the future. The streamlined 
and easy-to-use grant process is also a breath 
of fresh air... The success of this relationship 
speaks for itself... And when we develop 
something into a product, or new company, 
that creates value for the researchers, for us, 
and for innovation across Canada as a whole.

— Matt	Smith, Partner and COO, TandemLaunch

Figure 1: R&D-related changes resulting from 
Accelerate participation

Figure 2: Value of R&D investments by Mitacs partner 
organizations as a result of Accelerate experience
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3.

With a network of businesses and academics 
located across the country, Mitacs uses a national, 
cross-sector platform to encourage and support 
long-term academic-industry relationships. Students 
serve as the conduits between the university’s 
research expertise and infrastructure and the 
partner organizations who understand the needs 
and opportunities for the research application. A 
longitudinal survey conducted with past partner 
organizations this year shows the effectiveness 
of this approach, with 82	 percent	 of	 companies	
continuing	 to	 collaborate	 with	 their	 Accelerate	
academic	 partner	 and	 47	 percent	 of	 companies	
engaged	in	new	collaborations	within	the	
academic	sector.

Accelerate also introduces many partner 
organizations to the benefits of collaboration 
with university researchers. While most partner 
organizations are already active in R&D and were 
collaborating with the academic sector prior to 
their first Accelerate projects, 85 percent saw an 
increased value in academic collaboration through 
their Accelerate experience, while 74 percent saw 
an increased value in R&D and innovation. 

There is a tremendous potential for humanities 
students to contribute to the culture industry. 
Mitacs Accelerate was a great way for me to 
reach out and bring my studies to the outside 
world to show its relevance in ways that all 
Canadians benefit from.

— Roberta	Cauchi	Santoro, Accelerate intern, 
University of Guelph

Increasing Collaboration and 
Knowledge Transfer between 
Academia and Industry

ACCELERATE OUTCOMES FOR 
COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

30 percent of companies have hired 
one or more interns (25 percent into 
new positions)

66 percent of companies remained 
in contact with their intern(s) in 
some capacity

92 percent of companies would 
recommend Accelerate, and 88 
percent would participate again in 
the program

66 percent of companies indicated 
that the project results have been or 
will be commercialized

40 percent of companies 
invested $100,000 or more of new 
money into R&D as a result of their 
Accelerate participation

47 percent of companies have 
engaged in new R&D collaborations 
with academia based on their 
Accelerate experience
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ACCELERATE OUTCOMES FOR 
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND 
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS

14 percent of past participants went 
on to start their own companies and 
10 percent reported that they were 
currently self-employed. This result 
contrasts with the national average of 
5 percent among PhD graduates2 

$65,000–$70,000 is the current 
median salary of former 
Accelerate interns

93 percent of interns who are not 
Canadian citizens would recommend 
participation in a Canadian industrial 
research internship program to 
students from their home countries

35 percent of interns publish their 
internship results in peer-reviewed 
academic journals

ACCELERATE OUTCOMES FOR 
PROFESSORS AND UNIVERSITIES

97 percent of academic supervisors 
indicate the internship led to the 
development of increased knowledge

83 percent of academic supervisors 
anticipate that their research group 
will use the knowledge that 
was generated

A vast majority of academic 
supervisors indicate the internship 
greatly impacted the progression of 

their research (66 percent) and 
opened up new avenues for their 

research (69 percent)

92 percent of academic supervisors 
indicate the internship added great 
value to the academic training of the 
graduate student or postdoc

2 http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2011089-eng.pdf
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Mitacs Elevate gives me opportunities to develop 
my management abilities and other professional 
skills that will not only help me to be more 
successful in research but also help my career.

—	Dr.	Mohsen	Akbarzade,	Mitacs	Elevate	fellow,	
University	of	Manitoba

ELEVATE



1. Build R&D management capacity
2. Support increased industry investment in research, development, and innovation 
3. Increase collaboration and knowledge transfer between academia and industryOBJECTIVES

TRAINING THE NEXT GENERATION OF 
R&D MANAGERS THROUGH ELEVATE

Elevate is a two-year training program for postdocs, 
in which they lead an industrially relevant research 
project. These postdocs receive experiential learning 
opportunities in R&D directly through their industry-
academic research collaboration, and management 
training and business acumen through the program’s 
competency-based training curriculum.

The program connects partner organizations with 
postdocs to have them manage an R&D project of 
mutual interest. In addition to their research project, 
participating postdocs spend a significant amount of 
time each month participating in training activities. 
Elevate fellows have multiple opportunities to 
connect with other postdocs in their cohort, industry 
representatives, potential employers, and 
workshop facilitators.

2014-15 ELEVATE RESULTS 

110 Elevate fellowships delivered 
across Canada

106 professors from 32 
Canadian universities

102 public- and private-sector 
partners, including 41 small and 
medium-sized enterprises

Continuing demand with 121 
applications received

Building R&D Management Capacity1.
In order to build R&D management capacity, Elevate 
fellows undertake a rigorous management training 
program. Table 1 highlights the specific workshops 
that fellows completed in 2014–15.

Workshop Type
Number of 

Participants

Career Professionalism   37

Effectively Managing Human Resources 
in R&D Management

13

Flipped Classroom Networking 11

Foundations of Project Management I 46

Foundations of Project Management II 45

Networking 69

Practice Your Presentation Skills I 60

Skills of Communication 81

Time Management (online) 9

Writing Strategic Business Reports (online) 3

Table 1: Elevate Management Training Workshops
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The skill set [the fellow] developed was so strong, 
so marketable for industry, that she was a great 
candidate to hire. So we employed her first on 
a contractual basis, and now she has joined the 
company full time.

— Saman	Sadr, Director of Analog Design and IP 
Development, Snowbush-Semtech

Furthermore, 94 percent of Elevate fellows indicated 
that the Elevate experience increased their knowledge 
and insight into applied research within Canadian 
industry, a viewpoint that their partner organizations 
share, with 90	percent	of	partner	organizations	polled	
expressing	plans	to	hire	their	fellow and/or increase 
their current research personnel. In addition, 38	
percent	of	 fellows	plan	 to	start	 their	own	company	
as a result of their Elevate experience. 

Beyond these workshops, Elevate fellows also 
participate in the “Great	 Idea	 Pitch,” a Dragons’ 
Den-like event where fellows pitch their research 
to industry experts to demonstrate its industrial 
relevance. This event aims to simulate a scenario in 
which an R&D manager is presenting their R&D idea 
to senior executives. In 2014–15, Mitacs held this 
event in Toronto and Vancouver, with 36 participants. 
Research topics included wetland restoration, 
equality issues in education, and increasing cell 
survival after organ transplants. 

Elevate provides targeted knowledge and skills that 
set up fellows for success. Figure 3 highlights the 
plans of Elevate fellows upon completion of 
their fellowships.

34%

38%

52%

8%

8%

38%

30%

48%

Seek to commercialize 
their research

Seek employment with my 
Elevate industry partner

Seek employment with 
other companies

Other

Start a company

Offer services as a consultant

Collaborate with industrial 
partners as a fellow

Collaborate with industrial 
partners as a professor

Figure 3: Elevate fellows’ future plans upon 
completion of their fellowships
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Supporting Increased Industry 
Investment in Research, 
Development, and Innovation

2.

Elevate supported new R&D projects and firm 
growth for its 102	 partner	 organizations,	 including	
41	 small-	 and	medium-sized	 enterprises	 (SMEs) in 
2014–15. Elevate fellows brought new approaches, 
ideas, creativity, and the ability to implement and 
develop comprehensive R&D programs for their 
partner organizations, leading to the development of 
in-house innovation and R&D management capacity 
and ensuing economic growth. 

This was demonstrated through survey results:

80 percent of partner organizations indi-
cated that the Elevate collaboration ben-
efited their organization, with 80 percent 
planning on using the research advances, 
techniques, or tools developed as a result 
of the fellowship

80 percent of partner organizations stat-
ed that their Elevate experiences increased 
the likelihood of their organization increas-
ing its R&D efforts, demonstrating the long-
term influence of the program

ELEVATE RESULTS ACROSS CANADA

100 percent of former participants 
would recommend the program to other 
fellows, with 95 percent indicating 
that the experience increased their 
knowledge of and insight into applied 
research within Canadian industry, 
as well as their interest in industrial-
based research activities

The majority of fellows indicated that 
their experience led to some or great 
improvement of the following skills: 
•	 communication	(98	percent)
•	 project	management	(95	percent)
•	 networking	(95	percent)
•	 understanding	of	the	applied	

research	environment	(95	
percent),	and	

•	 entrepreneurial	thinking	and	
drive	(81	percent)

72 percent of Elevate projects led to 
the solving of a research problem and/
or a significant headway made on a 
research problem

56 percent of projects led to the 
development of a new or enhanced 
product and/or process

As a result of their Elevate experience, 

38 percent of fellows have plans to 
start their own company

13



Increasing Collaboration and 
Knowledge Transfer between 
Academia and Industry

Elevate connects companies with talented postdocs 
who have the skills needed to tackle current research 
challenges. This fiscal year, Mitacs delivered 110	
Elevate	 fellowships	 across	 Canada,	 with	 106	
professors	representing a broad range of disciplines 
from 32	Canadian	universities.

Through Elevate, partner organizations can establish 
mutually beneficial and long-lasting partnerships 
with Canada’s brightest researchers. These enduring 
partnerships influence the strategic planning of 
partner organizations, with 90 percent of those polled 
planning to continue their Elevate collaboration or 
engaging in a new collaboration as a result of their 
fellowship experiences. In addition, 70	 percent	 of	
partner	organizations	indicated	that	 they	will	 likely	
increase	their	overall	investments	in	R&D due to their 
Elevate experiences. 

[Elevate is] helping Ontario become more 
productive and competitive, while supporting 
job creation for Canadian businesses and 
advancing academic research opportunities 
among Canadian universities.

— Professor	Andrew	K.S.	Jardine, 
Director, C-MORE

3.
Further, partner organizations saw positive outcomes 
as a result of their Elevate partnership, as seen in 
Figure 4.

Mitacs gives us access to really good people, 
as well as to equipment and infrastructure 
at universities we — as a small company — 
could never think of getting otherwise.

— Bill	Cheliak, Co-Founder and Vice President 
of Business Development, Chelation Partners

Research problem solved

New or enhanced product

New or enhanced process

Patent application

License application

Cost savings

Other

30%

%

24%

26%

2%

6%

8%

Figure 4: Outcomes of Elevate Fellowships

42
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GLOBALINK

I’m grateful that I was able to get the 
experience and work in another country with 
a top researcher [and] work on an interesting, 
relevant project.

—	Adrian	Aleman,	
Mitacs	Globalink	research	intern



GLOBALINK INITIATIVES
Globalink	Research	Internships	(GRI)
Exceptional undergraduate students are 
matched with top Canadian university 
researchers for three-month research 
internships with opportunities to network 
with local industry.

Globalink	Graduate	Fellowships	(GGF)	
A recruitment scholarship, with university 
support, for Globalink research interns 
who return for graduate studies.

Globalink	Research	Awards	(GRA)
Canadian graduate students are sent 
abroad to gain international experience 
and build global connections through 
academic or industrial research.

2014–15 GLOBALINK RESULTS 

477 international students came 
to Canada in summer 2014 to 
undertake research internships at 
Canadian universities

161 Canadian students deployed 
abroad for research internships with 
universities and industry

63 fellowships awarded to returning 
Globalink research interns

2,500 applications from both 
Canadian and international students, 
outstripping current program capacity 
by 73 percent

BUILDING INTERNATIONAL 
INNOVATION RESEARCH NETWORKS 
THROUGH GLOBALINK

Globalink facilitates research internships at Canadian 
universities for international students from priority 
countries and sends Canadian talent to perform 
research abroad. By linking foreign and Canadian 
students with research expertise, training, and 
networking opportunities, Globalink builds international 
networks and contributes to the reputation of Canadian 
education and research.
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Globalink has played an important role in promoting 
Canada as a premier international education 
destination. Figure 6 shows that in the absence of 
GRI, only	7	percent	of	all	GRI	interns	surveyed	would	
have	still	come	to	Canada	for	a	research	internship.

The majority of GRI interns surveyed cited their 
positive GRI experience as a key reason to return 
to Canada for graduate studies. Specifically, when 
asked whether their participation in the GRI program 
contributed to their decision to come back to Canada 
for additional studies, 91 percent of interns currently 
studying in Canada indicated their experience 
convinced them or reinforced their decision to select 
Canada as a destination for their studies.

I wasn’t confident about travelling abroad and 
hadn’t even thought about coming to Canada. 
But once I learned about Globalink, I knew I 
had to apply!

—	Hanh	Phuc	Nguyen, GRI student from Vietnam

Promoting Canada as a Premier 
International Education Destination 

1.

Globalink builds a living bridge between Canada and 
the international education community. It establishes 
and reinforces links between exceptional Canadian 
and international students and both international and 
Canadian researchers. 

The current program demand demonstrates that 
Globalink Research Internships are increasing 
Canada’s profile within the international education 
landscape. Current and former GRI interns act as 
ambassadors for Canada’s education and career 
opportunities. Figure 5 shows the influence that former 
GRI interns have in convincing other students or 
friends from their home countries to come to Canada 
for an internship, graduate studies, or employment.

N/A

Unsure

Employment

Graduate Studies

Internship

77%
19%

10% 2%
1%

1. Promote Canada as a premier international education destination 
2. Facilitate two-way mobility of students and researchers
3. Strengthen international research collaborations 

OBJECTIVES

Figure 6: GRI interns’ alternatives for conducting a 
research internship in the absence of the GRI program

Figure 5: Percentage of GRI participants who have convinced 
friends and fellow students to come to Canada for an 

internship, graduate studies, or employment

Research internship 
in my home country

No research 
internship

Other
Research 
internship 
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internship in 

another country
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30%
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Facilitating the Two-Way Mobility of 
Students and Researchers

2.
In order to increase Canada’s profile within 
the international education sphere, Mitacs has 
expanded the reach of Globalink by focusing on new 
pilot initiatives. These include Globalink Research 
Awards, which not only share Canadian talent 
abroad, helping to ensure Canada’s international 
reputation for research excellence, but also provide 
greater opportunities for top students from partner 
countries to come to Canada to gain graduate 
research experience. 

Through Globalink outbound initiatives, Canadian 
graduate students gain international experience 
abroad, and build global connections through 
academic and industrial research. This sharing of 
Canadian talent abroad demonstrates the research 
excellence being conducted in Canadian universities. 
Canada’s top talent builds international research 
links, with 100	percent	of	GRA	students	developing	an	
increased	interest	and	involvement	in	international	
research	collaborations	and	networks due to their 
Globalink experiences. 

This international experience has been truly 
amazing. Living and working on-site has taught 
me a lot about doing research in the field. A 
variety of technical, political, and social factors 
must be considered to ensure research quality, 
from the constant maintenance of equipment 
to establishing positive relationships with the 
local community and the rest of the team. I 
have learned so much from the first month of 
my internship! The insight into international 
research and fieldwork has been invaluable 
and I would highly recommend the program to 
all young researchers.

— Rosalinda	Chen, GRA student from 
McGill University

Strengthening International Research 
Collaborations

3.
Globalink promotes collaboration between 
international and Canadian researchers through 
shared perspectives and continued partnerships. 
Mitacs is currently working with Australia, Brazil, 
China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Mexico, 
Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, and Vietnam to support two-
way mobility of international and Canadian students. 
During the past year, Mitacs signed new and 
extended agreements with Brazil, France, Germany, 
India, Mexico, and Tunisia.  

By expanding two-way mobility initiatives with 
long-standing agreements, Mitacs can target more 
meaningful research connections to the benefit 
of program participants, international partners, 
and Canada as a whole. As a result, 97 percent of 
GRA students plan on continuing their international 
research collaborations established through GRA, 
96 percent of GRI interns plan on keeping in touch 
with their host professors, and 71	percent	of	GRI	host	
professors	 offered	 their	 interns	 the	 possibility	 of	
pursuing	graduate	studies	with	them in their 
research space.

I learned about Globalink and saw that one 
project was supervised by Dr. Fitzpatrick. I 
was already familiar with her research and 
wanted the chance to work with her. She’s 
a leader in the area of early diagnosis of 
children with hearing loss, and it’s amazing 
to work with one of the top people in my field.

— Johnny	dos	Santos, GRI student from Brazil
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NATIONAL GLOBALINK OUTCOMES
91 percent of interns who returned to Canada for 
graduate studies indicated that their participation in the GRI 
program significantly contributed to their decision to return

In the absence of the GRI program, only 7 percent of past 
interns would have pursued a research internship 
in Canada

At least 80 percent of students intend to stay in contact 
with their host supervisor, other international students, and/
or fellow Globalink research interns

82 percent of past interns have convinced at least one 
fellow student or friend from their home country to come to 
Canada for an internship and/or graduate studies

97 percent of past interns developed their research skills 
and expertise and 90 percent of past interns gained more 
knowledge about their academic field

86 percent of host supervisors would consider 
supervising their intern for graduate studies

68 percent of past interns who are still in the process 
of completing their undergraduate degrees are strongly 
considering Canada as a destination for future studies
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LOOKING TO THE YEAR AHEAD
Mitacs is looking forward to the year ahead with 
continued efforts to address Canada’s productivity, 
innovation, and talent deployment challenges. We are 
piloting a new program — Converge — and expanding 
various new initiatives with innovation at their core.

Converge is a pilot program that builds strategic 
research and commercialization partnerships. With 
a primary focus on integrating Canadian SMEs 
into globally competitive innovation supply chains, 
Converge facilitates business investment in Canadian 
R&D by building partnerships between large 
multinational corporations (MNEs), Canadian SMEs, 
and Canadian researchers.

The primary goals of Converge are to:
•	 Drive firm growth at Canadian SMEs through 

greater access to markets
•	 Facilitate new investment in Canadian companies 

and Canadian research
•	 Build training and employment opportunities for 

highly qualified researchers in Canada.

Converge success starts with building industry-
university research groups to tackle innovative, 
commercially focused R&D challenges. In the first 
year of this pilot, Mitacs approved one large-scale, 
five-year project with Canadian National Resources 
Ltd. (CNRL), a large independent oil and natural gas 
exploration, development, and production company 
based in Calgary. CNRL is partnering with EcoVision, 
an environmental consultancy firm located in 
Edmonton, as well as researchers in the Department 
of Renewable Resources at the University of Alberta. 

Mitacs is also facilitating three more Converge 
projects starting over the next two years. Anticipated 
outcomes for these projects include firm growth, HQP 
development, and job creation. These pilot projects 
represent between	 $2	and	$5	million	of	 direct	R&D	
investment	in	Canada.	

•	 CNRL and EcoVision are working together 
to restore natural resource extraction sites. 
They are creating compensation lakes for 
offsetting fisheries production to ensure the 
development of robust lakes for sustainable 
fisheries productivity. 

•	 BHP Billiton, MineSense Technologies 
(MTL), and UBC are partnering to advance 
sensor-based sorting systems in mining 
by integrating knowledge of geology 
and mineralogy for important ores. BHP 
Billiton and MTL will work with university 
researchers, graduate students, and 
postdocs from UBC, as well as a consortium 
of SMEs interested in the research, to 
improve waste reclamation in mining 
operations in Canada and around the world.

•	 Unilever, Nutritional Fundamentals for 
Health (NFH), and the University of Manitoba 
are collaborating to utilize plant stenol 
(substances with powerful cholesterol-
lowering properties that occur naturally 
in many vegetables, fruits, and legumes) 
food products as a method to improve the 
cardiovascular health of Canadians. 

Mitacs Converge

CONVERGE PROJECTS

1.
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Embedding	Experiential	
Learning	Opportunities
In collaboration with university partners, Mitacs 
piloted a model for integrating Accelerate internships 
into master’s and PhD programs. This strategy supports 
university engagement with industry and gives interns 
the opportunity to gain industrial R&D experience 
directly within their fields of study as part of their core 
curriculum. We currently have 10 MOUs signed with 
university departments across the country to embed 
internships into their programs. These departments 
include the Centre for Operations Excellence (COE) 
at the Sauder School of Business at the University 
of British Columbia, the Institute for Data Science at 
Carleton University, and the Problem-Driven Research 
program at the University of Calgary. In 2014–15, 
the second year of this initiative, we delivered 65 
internships through this integrated model. 

Expanding	Strategic	Accounts
Due to increased industry demand, Mitacs continues 
to expand our account management strategy, which 
addresses the challenges of large-scale industrial 
research projects. Increasingly, Mitacs and select 
firms are signing MOUs that detail continuing R&D 
and training strategies through Mitacs programs. Our 
account managers work closely with these partners 
to develop proactive research initiatives that leverage 
our academic network. In addition, these long-term 
agreements represent an opportune method for 
leveraging large-scale Accelerate projects involving 
multiple interns, universities, and 
partner organizations. 

Experiential learning integrates academic strengths 
with public- and private-sector innovation needs. 
It also enables graduate students and postdocs to 
gain essential professional skills and industry R&D 
experience. Through experiential learning, Mitacs 
builds collaborative research projects that leverage 
academic expertise and boost business R&D activities. 
We are focusing on the following initiatives: 

Expanding Current Programs and 
Evolving Graduate Studies through 
Experiential Learning

2. University	Shared	Outreach
Mitacs recently piloted a co-funded Business 
Development (BD) specialist model with select 
university partners. These positions are funded 50/50 
by Mitacs and the university partner and offer recent 
PhD graduates the opportunity to build professional 
experience in industry outreach. We recruit and 
train these specialists, and support their work 
through our national network of experienced BDs. 
The specialists are integrated with university staff 
to build partnerships through Mitacs programs and 
other provincial and national initiatives. This pilot 
has been very successful, and Mitacs will now be 
offering this co-funded model to all our university Full 
Partners. Mitacs currently has co-funded BDs at five 
universities across the country. 

Increasing	Canadian	
Outbound	Students
Mitacs will work with our academic and international 
partners to enable Canadian students to undertake 
research internships abroad. Mitacs currently has 
several agreements in place with international 
partners to increase two-way mobility of students, 
and we are in discussions with several more, 
including Germany, Israel, and Japan. 

Mitacs develops and implements new and innovative 
initiatives that support and extend our programs. In 
the coming year, we are continuing support for Mitacs 
entrepreneurs, extending international education 
opportunities to early career researchers, engaging 
with aboriginal communities, and launching a policy 
fellowship pilot program.

Exploring New Initiatives3.
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Awarding	Entrepreneurship
This year, Mitacs hosted our first Entrepreneur 
Awards to honour outstanding Mitacs alumni who 
demonstrate exemplary leadership and innovation 
in starting or building businesses. The awards are 
given to visionary researchers supporting innovation 
in Canada, and include a monetary prize to be used 
to expand to new markets, complete key research, 
boost production, or otherwise contribute to 
business growth. We received over 40 outstanding 
nominations for these rewards. 

Piloting	 Early	 Career	 Research	 (ECR)	
Awards
Mitacs will be piloting ECR Awards, which offer 
exceptional postdocs from select Mitacs partner 
countries the opportunity to participate in leading-
edge research collaborations and develop long-term 
linkages with research groups in Canada.

The first Mitacs Entrepreneur Awards 
recognized four outstanding Mitacs alumni 
for leadership and innovation in launching or 
growing a company.

FIRST PLACE ($20,000)
Richard	 Beal, former Elevate fellow and 
founder of COFOVO Energy in Ottawa, ON

SECOND PLACE ($15,000)
Guillaume	Brault, former Accelerate intern and 
founder of Inova Source from Laval, QC

THIRD PLACE ($10,000)
Neesha	 Desai	 and	 Kit	 Chen, former Step 
participants and co-founders of Alieo Games in 
Edmonton, AB

HONOURABLE MENTION ($1,000)
Clayton	 Hiles, former Accelerate intern and 
founder of Cascadia Coast Research from 
Victoria, BC

Aboriginal	Communities	
Engagement	(ACE)
Mitacs is developing a new initiative to engage with 
Canadian aboriginal communities through collabora-
tive projects. These projects would pair an Aboriginal 
community (or set of communities) with one or more 
Canadian post-secondary educational institutions. 
Project topics could include environmental, historic, 
cultural, social, developmental, educational, health, 
legal, constitutional, economic, business, or techno-
logical opportunities and challenges facing the com-
munity. We will work with an Aboriginal Academic 
Advisory board to identify potential pilot projects that 
will help shape and define the initiative’s scope.

Science	Policy	Fellowships
The challenges facing Canada are increasingly 
complex, and require a sophisticated understanding 
of society, science, and technology. Governments 
need ready access to the most advanced and up-
to-date scientific and technical knowledge in order 
to understand issues, set priorities, and make 
decisions. In response, Mitacs is piloting a policy 
fellowships program to help Canada’s accomplished 
academic researchers engage with policy makers 
and gain experience at the interface of science 
and policy. These fellowships, in government 
departments and agencies, will help Canada’s top 
researchers contribute to evidence-based policy 
making, while earning the experience and trust 
necessary to become frequent contributors to 
Canada’s policy landscape.
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Mitacs is an independent, not-for-profit organization. Leadership starts with a Board of Directors that is fully 
committed to ensuring the overall success of the Mitacs enterprise. This includes fiduciary oversight, monitoring 
of programs and initiatives, and guidance on the management and direction of strategic plans and objectives. The 
Board works closely with Mitacs’ senior management team to ensure the overall success of Mitacs in achieving 
its mission and vision. 

MITACS GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP

Academic Partners

Board of Directors

Executive Committee

Audit & Financial
Committee

Governance 
Committee

Human Resources &
Compensation 

Committee

Committees of 
the Board

CEO/ Scientific 
Director

Mitacs Research Council

Mitacs Research Partners

Mitacs College
of Reviewers

Mitacs Team

The Board of Directors is composed of the Chair 
and 11 members, who are collectively responsible 
for overseeing the business of Mitacs. The Chair 
provides strategic leaderships and ensures the 
integrity of the Board’s process. 

In order to carry out this role, the Board:
•	 Defines the strategic framework of 
       the organization
•	 Approves key deliverables and 
       organizational structure
•	 Oversees all fiduciary activities
•	 Develops and implements governance policies
•	 Monitors performance of programs 
       and initiatives
•	 Establishes Committees as required
•	 Provides guidance to the 
       Senior Management Team

Chair and Members:
Brad	Bennett	(Chair), President, McIntosh Properties Ltd.
Marie	Rajic (Vice-Chair), Senior Vice President and 
General Manager – Alberta, Hill+Knowlton Strategies
Alejandro	Adem, CEO and Scientific Director, Mitacs
Sarah	Bevan, Managing Director, President, and CEO, 
UBS Bank
Meric	Gertler, President, University of Toronto
Phillippe	Gervais, Vice President, Capital Hill Group
Nassif	Ghoussoub, Director, Banff International 
Research Station
Diane	Gray, President and CEO, CentrePort Canada Inc. 
Ed	McCauley, Vice-President (Research), 
University of Calgary
John	Milloy, Practioner-in-residence, Wilfrid Laurier 
University; Co-director, Centre for Public Ethics, Waterloo 
Lutheran Seminary; and Lecturer, University of Waterloo
Gilbert	Nolasco, Consultant, Cohérence RH
Gerald	L.	Pond, Chairman, Mariner Innovations

MITACS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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The Senior Management Team includes the executive 
officers and vice-presidents, who implement the 
strategic framework as defined by the Board.  

Executive Officers:
•	 Alejandro	 Adem, Chief Executive Officer and 

Scientific Director
•	 Robert	Annan, Chief Research Officer
•	 Ridha	Ben-Mrad, Associate Academic Director
•	 Eric	 Bosco, Chief Business Development and 

Partnerships Officer
•	 Olga	Stachova, Chief Operating Officer
•	 Jennifer	Wilkie, Chief Financial Officer

Vice-Presidents:
•	 Christine	Gillies, Vice-President, Marketing and 

Communications
•	 Josette-Renée	Landry, Vice-President, Business 

Development
•	 Deanna	Lanoway, Vice-President, Programs 

The Board of Directors and Senior Management 
Team of Mitacs are committed to prudent corporate 
governance through application of the Mitacs 
Stewardship Policy.

MANAGEMENT OF MITACSMITACS RESEARCH COUNCIL
The Mitacs Research Council (MRC) is responsible 
for providing oversight for the research integrity of 
Mitacs programs. The role of the MRC is to provide 
research expertise to the Board and to advise the 
Board on strategies, initiatives, and issues related 
to Mitacs research. The duties and responsibilities 
of the MRC are to safeguard standards for research, 
innovation, and scholarship consistent with Board 
policies. Members provide broad representation of 
research in Canada across regions, disciplines, and 
sectors from academia, industry, and the 
public sector.

The MRC comprises 14 individuals from Canadian 
universities, companies, and governments. The 
MRC oversees a fair and transparent review 
process for Mitacs research proposals; provides 
recommendations and feedback on new Mitacs 
initiatives and programs; and serves as a 
subcommittee of the Mitacs Board of Directors 
offering strategic input.

Chair and Members: 
•	 Aftab	Mufti (Chair), University of Manitoba
•	 Cristina	Amon, University of Toronto
•	 Miguel	Anjos, École Polytechnique de Montréal
•	 Lisa	Crossley, VitalHub Corp.
•	 Don	 Duchesne, Public Works and Government 

Services Canada
•	 Tony	Durst, University of Ottawa
•	 Nancy	Gallini, University of British Columbia
•	 Tom	Gill, Dalhousie University
•	 Farid	Golnaraghi, Simon Fraser University
•	 Fahima	Nekka, Université de Montréal
•	 Maryam	Tabrizian, McGill University
•	 Douglas	J.	Thomson, University of Manitoba
•	 Frank	Tompa, University of Waterloo
•	 Don	Whitmore, Vector Construction Group
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Full Partners

Associate Partners

Emily Carr University of Art + Design
Lakehead University
OCAD University 
Thompson Rivers University
Trent University
Université de Moncton
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières 
Université INRS

Université Laval
University of Guelph
University of Lethbridge
University of Northern British Columbia
University of Ontario Institute of Technology
University of Victoria
Wilfrid Laurier University

Mitacs also partners with leading research networks from across Canada to bring the research community 
together to deliver programs, support pilot programs, and develop initiatives that enhance and build innovation 
strategies for targeted topic areas. By leveraging the breadth and depth of expertise, knowledge, and resources 
of our research partners, we strive to create a body of influence to direct the innovation agenda in Canada and 
become a platform for dialogue with stakeholders, including government, industry, and academia (please see 
www.mitacs.ca for a full list).

PARTNERSHIP AT MITACS
Mitacs’ academic partners have constituted the membership of Mitacs since our incorporation as an independent 
not-for-profit organization in 2011. As such, the Full and Associate Partners elect the Mitacs Board of Directors 
and vote on other major corporate initiatives at each annual general meeting. We currently have ongoing partner-
ships with 64 of Canada’s premier universities and research institutions, with 25 as full partners (please see www.
mitacs.ca for a full list). Mitacs works closely with our partners to develop strategy and evolve programs, in part 
through a biannual Full Partners meeting. As Mitacs grows in breadth and scope, we will sustain an open dialogue 
with all our academic partners to ensure that programs support their objectives. 
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